Respect.
Humility.
Character.
Leadership.
These values are engraved on the Iron Vine Shield, which
has been presented to winners of the collegiate Iron Vine
Shield Series Rugby Invitational games this season.
Along with being Driven by Purpose, these values define Iron Vine as
a company and what we look for as we seek to build high-performance
teams of cybersecurity experts. Our mission supports critical cyber
operations both within the federal government and around the world,
and nowhere is teamwork and coordination more necessary. We think
in any setting, but especially in the work we do, these values are critical
to individual and team success.
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It is no accident, then, that we support and invest in rugby,
because these values are instilled in rugby players at all levels,
especially youth rugby. Players learn what it means to be
part of something greater than themselves and combine their
unique gifts to help the overall team succeed. Rugby culture
nurtures, reinforces, and encourages these values as players
become lifelong members of the worldwide rugby community.
The Shield Series is our way of celebrating how players live out
rugby’s core values both on and off the pitch.
At Iron Vine, we set out to create the company that we always
wanted to work for, filled with cybersecurity enthusiasts who also
embody these values. We think that our success comes from this
foundation, which includes former rugby players and coaches,
and we think our clients notice and appreciate the difference.
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About Iron Vine
Iron Vine Security is a leading Cybersecurity
services company specializing in delivering
Cyber Operations, Risk Management, and
Mission Support to public and private sector
enterprises. We provide proven expertise in
Cybersecurity program development, security
engineering, SOC management, cloud
infrastructure security, and digital forensics.
Our multiple ISO certifications and our Level 3
CMMI for Services appraisal demonstrate our
commitment to quality using defined practices
that reduce risk for our customers. At Iron
Vine, we are Driven By Purpose to enable our
customers to advance their missions securely.
Learn more at ironvine.com.

